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Financial Regulation in the Bitcoin Era

William Magnuson*
Abstract

The recent decade has witnessed an extraordinary degree of innovation in the financial sector. Developments in financial technology, computing power, and networking theory have allowed decentralized online platforms such as Bitcoin to fundamentally change the way that financial services are provided. While these innovations have been applauded by many as bringing a welcome degree of competition to a sector long dominated by powerful incumbents, they also create a set of challenges for current financial regulation. How do fiduciary standards apply to algorithms? How does online finance affect the behavior of investors? And more generally, how can regulators monitor and constrain the financial industry when it is increasingly run by autonomous, dispersed computer networks? This Article argues that current financial regulation is inadequate to address the unique problems presented by the rise of Bitcoin and other fintech industries. In particular, these innovations raise concerns about the ability of financial regulation to promote three inter-related financial goals: the efficient allocation of capital, the protection of consumers, and the prevention of systemic risk. These goals, at the core of current approaches to financial regulation, are all challenged by fintech's defining feature: its reliance on disembodied institutions and complex algorithms for its functioning. These traits render the traditional tools used by regulators to discipline markets—substantive behavioral obligations, the threat of sanctions, and the constraining effect of reputation—largely ineffective. The Article concludes by proposing a set of principles to guide lawmakers in designing a more effective financial regulatory structure for the Bitcoin era.
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Financial Regulation in the Bitcoin Era

Introduction

The recent decade has witnessed an extraordinary degree of innovation in the financial sector. Upstart financial technology (or “fintech”) firms have introduced a dizzying array of new financial products and services into the market. Online crowdfunding platforms such as Kickstarter and LendingClub have changed the way that companies and individuals raise capital. Digital robo-advisors have challenged the business models of investment advisors and asset managers alike. And, most emblematically, cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin have emerged as viable alternatives to traditional national currencies. The new Bitcoin era, defined by the rapid proliferation of fintech firms into an ever broader array of industries, has altered the landscape of finance in fundamental ways.

Financial regulators across the world are starting to take notice of these changes. Several regulators, such as the Securities Exchange Commission and the Office of the Comptroller in the United States, have issued white papers and sought comments on how, and whether, current regulations should apply to fintech companies. Others have cracked down on fintech actors, finding that many of them fail to comply with existing financial rules. Still others have created “regulatory sandboxes” for fintech firms, allowing them to operate under relaxed compliance regimes in order to encourage experimentation and innovation. The diverse array of policy proposals and enforcement initiatives in recent months reflects, among other things, the great difficulty that regulators have had in fashioning appropriate regulatory responses to the rapid rise of the Bitcoin era.

This Article aims to identify the most salient features of the Bitcoin era, describe the problems that these features raise for financial regulation, and sketch out potential reforms that might better address these new problems. It argues that the Bitcoin era’s unique model of finance raises concerns about the ability of regulators to achieve three essential goals of financial regulation: the efficient allocation of capital, the protection of consumers, and the prevention of systemic risk. Each of these goals is undermined


by the Bitcoin era’s defining features—a reliance on disembodied institutions, complex algorithms, and frequent adaptation to provide an evolving set of financial services to consumers. These features render the conventional tools of financial regulators largely ineffective by increasing the cost of identifying, monitoring and sanctioning market participants. In order to resolve these problems, financial regulation must find new tools that are better designed to address the unique structure of the Bitcoin era.

This Article proceeds in four parts. First, it identifies the key features of fintech firms that distinguish them from traditional financial institutions. Fintech industries tend to be typified by high levels of diffusion, in that market actors are small and dispersed rather than large and concentrated. Fintech industries tend to rely on high levels of automation, in that they rely on algorithms and big data for their essential functions. And fintech industries tend to demonstrate high frequencies of adaptation, in that they undergo significant structural transformations in response to changes in market conditions. Thus, an initial aim of the Article is to taxonomize the core features of the Bitcoin era and demonstrate how these features are different in important ways from traditional finance.

Second, the Article assesses the consequences of fintech’s structure on the efficacy of current financial regulation. The Article argues that fintech’s unique model of finance places pressure on, and indeed undermines, several core purposes of financial regulation. It may reduce the capacity of the financial sector to allocate capital efficiently within the economy. It may increase the likelihood that consumer protections will be weakened or evaded. And it raises a set of systemic risk concerns that are potentially more troubling than the “too big to fail” concerns that have motivated recent financial reform efforts. Thus, an additional aim of the Article is to demonstrate the existential difficulties that the Bitcoin era poses for financial regulation.

Third, the Article proposes a set of reforms aimed at creating a “law of fintech” that better addresses the particular features and risks of the Bitcoin era. It argues that the law of fintech should focus on three overriding priorities. First, regulators should adopt a set of information forcing rules requiring fintech actors to disseminate accurate and comprehensive information about fintech products. Second, regulators should adopt a set of security forcing rules requiring fintech firms to adopt cybersecurity procedures that match the level of idiosyncratic risk they present to consumers, investors and third parties. And third, regulators should establish a set of tradeoff

4. In their article, Fintech and the Innovation Trilemma, Chris Brummer and Yesha Yadav argue that fintech presents a difficult quandary for financial regulators. Chris Brummer & Yesha Yadav, Fintech and the Innovation Trilemma, GEO. L.J. (forthcoming 2018), available at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3054770. They persuasively demonstrate that regulators cannot simultaneously “provide clear rules, maintain market integrity, and encourage financial innovation.” Id. at 1. They describe how fintech exacerbates these problems and survey a range of regulatory strategies for responding to them. Id. at 39-56. As will be described further below, this Article agrees with many of their recommendations, but, by focusing on different aspects of fintech and financial regulation, comes to different conclusions about the appropriate scope of reform. In any event, Brummer and Yadav’s article provides an essential baseline for future work in the area.
forcing rules requiring fintech firms and government authorities alike to explicitly acknowledge the policy tradeoffs of their decisions.

The Article concludes by addressing a set of objections to its central proposals. In particular, it considers and rejects two arguments related to the ineffectiveness of information and the deleterious effects of improved cybersecurity on national security. It concludes that these objections, while powerful in the abstract, can be mitigated through smart interventions and commonsense compromise.

I. The Structure of The Bitcoin Era

This Part argues that the Bitcoin era, while covering a wide array of financial services and encompassing a disparate group of actors, is characterized by three core features. First, it is typified by a high degree of diffusion, that is, fintech actors tend to be small and dispersed rather than large and concentrated. Second, it tends to rely heavily on algorithmic automation for many of their essential functions. Third, it is typified by frequent and sudden bursts of adaptation.5 These three characteristics—diffusion, automation, and adaptation—allow fintech firms to compete with established financial institutions despite the presence of high barriers to entry in the market. And while the particular services offered by fintech firms vary significantly, from virtual currencies to robo-advice to e-payment services to crowdfunding, these key features remain central to their business models.

Before proceeding, it may be worthwhile as an initial matter to set forth the parameters of the discussion. The Bitcoin era will be used to refer to the period, beginning in the past decade and ramping up in the last few years, in which fintech actors have emerged as major players in the financial world. As with any effort to identify distinct periods of history, it is impossible to identify a specific date on which the Bitcoin era begins, but to give a sense of the time period in which this era emerged, a few important events are helpful. Satoshi Nakamoto first announced his idea for

5. Brummer and Yadav argue that fintech has “three key features” that differentiate it from previous models of financial innovation:

“(i) a dependence on vast quantities of conventional as well as novel types of data in the design of fintech products; (ii) the automation of algorithmic programs that often showcase advances in artificial intelligence and machine learning; and (iii) the emergence of non-traditional, specialist firms whose business models seek to disintermediate financial transactions and take on the dominance of brand-name ‘one-stop-shop’ Wall Street firms.”

Brummer & Yadav, supra note 4, at 27-28. We agree that categories (ii) and (iii) are core features of the Bitcoin era but would argue that Brummer and Yadav’s category (i) would most usefully be included under their category (ii). In addition, we would argue that fintech industries also display a third category of adaptation, that is, high levels of change in response to external circumstances. But generally, we agree that these features, however one typologizes them, create a set of difficult problems for regulators, as described further below in Part II.
Bitcoin on October 31, 2008;6 the prominent crowdfunding company Kickstarter was founded on April 28, 2009;7 and the first robo-advisor, Betterment, was founded some time in 2008.8 “Fintech” will be used to refer to the new breed of companies and organizations that specialize in providing financial services through technologically-enabled mobile and online platforms.9 While the term fintech is sometimes used to describe any use of technology in finance,10 this generic use of the term tends to obscure the categorical differences between recent developments in finance and previous generations of financial development.11 Fintech organizations rely on the internet, website, smartphones and other technologies to produce and deliver their financial services to consumers and investors. Thus, fintech and the Bitcoin era, together, capture a wide range of companies and developments, from Bitcoin to Kickstarter to Venmo, all of which have inserted themselves into previously staid financial industries and created new methods for facilitating transactions.

A. Diffusion

In recent years, a number of scholars and policymakers have argued that the increasingly concentrated nature of the financial sector has created a number of serious

---


9. Other efforts to define the field have reached similar conclusions. See Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Supporting Responsible Innovation in the Federal Banking System: An OCC Perspective (2016); Economist, The Disruption of Banking n.2 (defining fintech as “new entrants that use Internet-based and mobile technologies to create new or superior banking products”), available at https://www.eiuperspectives.economist.com/sites/default/files/ EIU-The%20disruption%20of%20banking_PDF_0.pdf; National Economic Council, A Framework for Fintech 2 (2017), available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2017/01/13/framework-fintech (defining fintech as a “wide spectrum of technological innovations which impact a broad range of financial activities, including payments, investment management, capital raising, deposits and lending, insurance, regulatory compliance, and other activities in the financial services space”).

10. See Tom C. W. Lin, Infinite Financial Intermediation, 50 Wake Forest L. Rev. 643, 655-56 (2015) (arguing that “[t]his type of substitutive disintermediation is more superficial than substantive in nature” because “while [fintech] companies like Wealthfront have replaced human managers with algorithmic programs, they have simply substituted a human intermediary with a computerized one”); Leslie Picker, “Fintech” Loses Some of Its Attraction for Investors, N.Y. Times, Apr. 6, 2016 (noting that “[e]ven industry leaders are divided over what separates a fintech company from a plain old financial services company that uses technology”).

11. For a description of the long history of innovation in finance, see Brummer & Yadav, supra note 4, at 13-25. They describe, among other things, the role that financial innovation was seen to have played in the Great Depression, the Gramm Leach Bliley Act, and the Dodd-Frank Act.
risks for the economy. These scholars have identified a set of related pathologies that have been created or exacerbated by the ever-increasing size and power of large Wall Street banks. Perhaps the most common critique in this line of scholarship is that of the “too-big-to-fail” problem. Too-big-to-fail generally refers to the belief that large banks have become so central to the health of the financial sector, and the economy more generally, that no rational government could allow them to go bankrupt. This situation alone might not be problematic if it were not for its downstream behavioral effects on banks. Banks, aware of the implicit guarantee offered by national governments, felt free to engage in excessively risky behavior—such as making risky bets on the housing market and issuing complicated credit default swaps—a situation that eventually led to the financial crisis. But the problems of concentration in the financial sector also created a set of other pathologies related to competition, information and conflicts of interest in the financial markets.

Fintech, however, has largely defied this conventional understanding about the direction of financial markets and institutions towards increasingly concentrated

---


markets. Fintech markets instead tend to be highly diffuse, spreading decisionmaking and power among a number of small, disparate actors. These actors have smaller sections of the market, focus on narrow industry areas, and often are made up of a number of nimble start-ups. The actors may be small fintech firms, individuals, or even computer servers. The diffusion of financial operations to a wide number of actors has important implications for the way that finance functions, and in many ways defies fundamental assumptions about financial markets. It also generates different categories of risks and benefits.

One particularly stark example of the diffusion of power in fintech markets is provided by the emergence of virtual currencies in recent years. Virtual currencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum have grown at precipitous rates over the last few years, both in terms of value and in their wider use, but their business model is based on the radical concept that currency need not be issued and controlled by a single actor. Bitcoin and ethereum currencies are not represented by physical bills or coins, and they are not backed by the authority of national governments. Instead, they are based on blockchain technology that allows decentralized, peer-to-peer networks to register and confirm transactions in the currencies. When an owner of Bitcoin transfers the currency to another party, this transaction is recorded on a public ledger, known as the blockchain. Other users continuously download this ledger and thereby authenticate valid transactions. The network of users forms a kind of distributed decisionmaker, and it relies for its functioning on the consensus of the community. The users that provide the computing power to process these transactions are granted new currency as a reward for their contributions. And while the currency is entirely "virtual," with no real-world counterparts, it can be used to purchase a wide variety

18. Brummer and Yadav describe a similar feature of fintech as the “disintermediating” effects of financial innovation. See Brummer & Yadav, supra note 4, at 6. They note that “[u]nlike earlier eras, where innovation was often driven by established incumbents, fintech gives a leading role to often small, start-up names whose primary expertise can sometimes reside in tech rather than in finance.” Id. at 36. They also highlight how “in part by virtue of being capable of precisely targeting components of the supply chain, the rising cast of upstart firms and services need not always compete directly with all incumbents.” Id. at 37.


22. See Reyes, supra note 12, at 198

23. See id. at 197-99.


of goods and services, and a large number of virtual currency exchanges have sprung up to facilitate these conversions. Indeed, companies and individuals pay significant amounts of natural money, whether it be dollars, euros, or yen, to buy the virtual currencies. The value of Bitcoin has increased dramatically in recent months—the price for a single Bitcoin rose from $963 on January 1, 2017 to an all-time high of $20,089 in December 2017, an increase of nearly 200% in less than a year. The rise in Ethereum has been even more staggering—the price of a single token of Ether rose from $7.98 on January 1, 2017 to $1,432 on January 13, 2018, an increase of more than 17800%.

While the cryptocurrency industry is a particularly pronounced example of the phenomenon, diffusion is also typical of other fintech industries. Crowdfunding, for example, takes advantage of mobile and online platforms to allow companies seeking capital to access wide groups of investors. Crowdfunding firms, while standing as the intermediaries behind the platforms, tend to take a light hand in the process. As a result, companies (and, more and more, individuals) seeking equity investments or loans can more or less directly tap willing markets. Kickstarter, an early pioneer in the area, has emerged as a remarkably effective way for early stage companies to raise money for new projects. It has developed a particular strength in the video game industry and other creative projects. Peer-to-peer lending firms, on the other hand, have specialized in connecting small businesses, startups, and individuals with large groups of parties willing to lend them money. These firms, sometimes called “crowdlending” platforms, essentially crowdsource lending decisions, with borrowers submitting requests to a central database, and potential lenders reviewing the terms


and rates and deciding whether to invest. While the platform firms perform some substantive roles, including verifying the identity of borrowers and providing basic background information about them, the actual lending decisions are made by large groups of outside investors, who may be individuals, companies, or more conventional banks. This outsourcing of risk to large numbers of dispersed actors has contributed to a lowering of interest rates in a variety of markets, from auto loans to student loans to home mortgages.

Thus, fintech markets tend to defy conventional understandings about the necessity of large, concentrated actors within finance. Most fintech companies are themselves small and narrowly focused. What is more, they tend to outsource decisionmaking to large numbers of other actors. By dispersing ever-growing aspects of decisionmaking to large numbers of actors, fintech capitalizes on one of its greatest advantages: its ability to connect widely dispersed groups for the purpose of facilitating low cost transactions.

B. Automation

In addition to high levels of diffusion, the fintech sector is also typified by high levels of automation. Fintech firms are heavily, indeed existentially, dependent on the technological infrastructure that underlies their systems. This infrastructure is based on advances in artificial intelligence, big data, machine learning, and, more

33. See Judge, supra note 21, at 611.
35. Brummer and Yadav argue that fintech is defined by the fact that “algorithms—or programmed computerized instructions—form the operational basis for financial products that exhibit high degrees of automation and artificial intelligence (AI) in their workings.” Brummer & Yadav, supra note 4, at 31. In addition, they argue that fintech is defined by a separate trait: “a dependence on vast quantities of conventional as well as novel types of data in the design of fintech products.” Id. at 27. This section will discuss both these features together, as they are in some ways inseparable. After all, the algorithms that fintech companies tend to use are based primarily on data inputs, and the data inputs are used primarily as a way of informing the algorithms. But it is important to note that they could be separated to some extent, for example, in bitcoin’s underlying software.
generally, algorithmic decisionmaking. In all of these areas, fintech firms employ increasingly sophisticated mechanisms to allow financial transactions to be entered into at high speed and with minimal or no human input.

The delegation of decisionmaking to computers has, of course, affected nearly every aspect of society today, and its consequences have been studied widely. Its impact on finance can hardly be overstated. In recent years, advancements in computer science, the sophistication of algorithms, the increasing online presence of individuals, and the ever-expanding amounts of information open and available on the internet have enabled a sea-change in the capabilities of computers to make real-world decisions. These algorithms can in many ways outperform humans due to their ability to process larger amounts of information in short time spans. Fintech firms, in turn, have premised their business models on extensive use of these technologies.

Take, for example, the investment advisor industry. The asset management industry has long prided itself on the importance and value of individualized and personal advice. Brokers and investment advisers tout their ability to develop relationships with clients and create tailored investment strategies to meet their needs. But in recent years, a number of digital advisors have emerged that promise to improve investment results and reduce costs, all without the need for any human intervention at all. These “robo-advisors” deploy sophisticated algorithms to assess an individual investor’s risk profile, time horizon, and other characteristics to fashion investment portfolios. Potential investors simply go to the robo-advisor’s internet site, fill out a simple questionnaire, and then can hand over control of their investments.


40. See Lin, supra note 4, at 573-74.


to the robo-advisor’s algorithm. The algorithm can send out buy and sell orders, rebalance portfolios, and even respond to changing legal incentives, such as engaging in “tax harvesting” to reduce the investor’s income taxes. Sites such as Wealthfront have seen enormous increases in the size of their assets under management. These companies argue that their algorithms provide higher quality advice, with fewer conflicts, and with less chance for human error or emotion to skew investment decisions. They can make decisions faster and more reliably than human advisors.

Blockchain similarly relies on automation for its functions. Virtual currencies based on blockchain technology rely on distributed databases maintained by peer to peer networks. Their core functioning is based on digital cryptography in order to ensure that they are reliable and transparent. These codes record transactions on the public ledger and allow networks of other computers to verify the validity of the transactions. While transactions in Bitcoin and Ethereum are sometimes initiated by individuals, they are increasingly handled by automated “bots” that facilitate the smooth functioning of the network. Because there is no central administrator of the blockchain, this ecosystem can sometimes struggle to deal with unintended, or even illegal, uses of the technology. For example, in 2014, Mt. Gox, a Bitcoin exchange that at one point dominated the industry, accounting for 70% of worldwide Bitcoin transactions, collapsed when it was discovered that a hacker had exploited a software bug in Bitcoin to steal 744,000 bitcoins, an amount that represented 6% of all Bitcoins in circulation.

The increasing sophistication of algorithms in financial markets has also allowed for the rise of a new field of investing, often referred to as “high frequency trading.” High frequency traders develop programs that automatically execute trades on the basis of market information. These trading strategies rely on speed and automation to gain an advantage over their rivals. They can process information and make investment decisions based on that information much faster than any human could ever hope to do so—in some cases, the algorithms allow trading firms to purchase or


47. See discussion supra Part I.A.


51. See Yadav, supra note 34, at 1622-31 (describing the rise of high-frequency trading and the strategies that high-frequency traders use).
sell securities in a matter of microseconds.\footnote{See Brummer & Yadav, supra note 4, at 33 ("Algorithms are programed to make real-time, trade-by-trade determinations about what to buy and sell—in increments measured in milliseconds and microseconds.").} JP Morgan even reported that its newly-developed algorithms could analyze 12,000 commercial loan contracts in seconds, a task that it estimated would take lawyers and loan officers 360,000 hours to do.\footnote{See Machine Learning Promises to Shake Up Large Swathes of Finance, THE ECONOMIST (May 25, 2017), https://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21722685-fields-trading-credit-assessment-fraud-prevention-machine-learning.} High frequency trading has had dramatic effects on the functioning of securities markets, speeding up the process of information diffusion and market adjustment.\footnote{See Yadav, supra note 43, at 1612.} It has also, more worrisomely, been blamed for creating or worsening market crashes, due to its reliance on pre-programmed algorithms that do not adjust to reflect unexpected market changes.\footnote{See Staffs of the CFTC & SEC, FINDINGS REGARDING THE EVENTS OF MAY 6, 2010 45 (2010), http://www.sec.gov/news/studies/2010/marketevents-report.pdf.}

The automation that underlies fintech contributes to market diffusion. Because the core functions of fintech firms are performed, not by humans, but by computers, algorithms, or networks, fintech firms do not need the scale and size that other financial institutions benefit from. Their business models are not premised on the same economies of scale that more traditional financial institutions do, and they do not need large, diversified employee bases. Instead, automation allows fintech firms to stay small and concentrate on narrow, targeted sectors of the financial industry.\footnote{See Raymond E. Miles, Charles C. Snow, Alan D. Meyer & Henry J. Coleman, Organizational Strategy, Structure, and Process, 3 ACAD. MAN. REV. 546 (1978); Daryl O. McKee, P. Rajan Varadarajan & William M. Pride, Strategic Adaptability and Firm Performance: A Market-Contingent Perspective, 53 J. MKTG. 21 (1989); Bryan A. Lukas, Strategic Type, Market Orientation, and the Balance Between Adaptability and Adaptation, 45 J. BUS. RES. 147 (1999).}

Similarly, the diffuse nature of fintech markets encourages firms to automate ever greater portions of their services, integrating algorithms deeper into their businesses. Thus, fintech's diffusion and automation tend to complement and reinforce one another in important ways.

C. Adaptation

Finally, the fintech industry is also typified by high levels of adaptation. Adaptation, in this case, refers to the tendency of markets to change in response to external circumstances.\footnote{See Staffs of the CFTC & SEC, supra note 4, at 33 ("Algorithms are programed to make real-time, trade-by-trade determinations about what to buy and sell—in increments measured in milliseconds and microseconds.").} These changes may be as simple as shifting a company's target market or advertising strategy, or as fundamental as changing the structure of the business itself. Some changes are spurred by a recognition of flaws or failures in previous markets, while others are spurred by innovations that create entirely new markets. Regardless of the area, however, fintech markets have demonstrated a remarkable ability to adapt and change in light of new information. This adaptation
has proven essential in the growth and spread of fintech into ever greater sectors of the financial industry, even while leading to high levels of volatility in several sectors. Perhaps the best example of this adaptability comes from the world of virtual currency. The cryptocurrency market is remarkably segmented. Bitcoin, the most well-known virtual currency, had an aggregate value of nearly $45 billion in August 2017, but its success has led to criticisms of what some actors view as a flaw in the underlying programming: Bitcoin transactions can only be processed at a rate of seven transactions per second.58 Believing that this problem would inhibit the currency’s growth, a group of miners argued that the Bitcoin structure should be altered to increase the size of Bitcoin blocks and thus speed up transactions.59 When other members of the community refused to approve the change, the Bitcoin network split into two versions, in a process known as a “fork.”60 As a result, Bitcoin suddenly adapted into two versions: one, the traditional one, with the same limits on the speed of the transaction, and another, named BitcoinCash, with additional flexibility on the size and speed of transactions.61 This adaptation occurred swiftly—the time from the announcement of the fork to the completion of the fork was just a week—and efficiently—it required no new factories, equipment, or employees, just the consent of a sufficiently large group of miners.

But the adaptability of the cryptocurrency market is also evidenced by the remarkable spread of new forms of virtual currency based on alterations in blockchain technology. For example, the cryptocurrency Ethereum is based on the same basic blockchain programming as Bitcoin, but its creators inserted additional features aimed to make the currency better suited to be used as a basis for virtual contract, also known as “smart contracts.”62 These smart contracts utilize Ethereum technology to create a set of automated commands that serve to enforce contractual obligations, forcing parties to abide by the terms of their agreements.63 The capabilities of Ethereum have proven useful to banks seeking to monitor their financial contracts, and in 2017, a consortium of banks including Microsoft and JP Morgan Chase, reached an agreement to create a computing system based on Ethereum.64 When concerns arose about the lack of confidentiality in Bitcoin, a group of programmers launched yet another virtual currency, ZCash, promising complete anonymity for all transactions and

61. Id.
63. See Reyes, supra note 12, at 200.
participants. Each of these variations of currency has received significant interest from consumers, and the speed at which they emerge in response to changing demand or new information would be unimaginable among national currencies. The introduction of the Euro in 1999, for example, to foster greater integration among members of the European Union, required decades of negotiations and planning.

Similarly, the crowdlending industry has demonstrated a remarkable degree of adaptation in the face of new opportunities. The crowdlending sector was created on the basis of advancements in peer-to-peer technology. These advancements made it easier and more convenient for individuals to transact over online platforms. At the same time, with the spread of smartphones and internet commerce, consumers became more comfortable with the idea of buying and selling goods and services without ever seeing their counterparties. Out of this confluence of factors, a number of crowdlending companies arose to facilitate consumer loans: peer-to-peer lending platforms such as Prosper began connecting small borrowers with individuals willing to lend money. When these companies met with great success, the market quickly shifted to other sectors of the credit markets that were seen as faulty or malfunctioning. SoFi, for example, was formed in 2011 to focus on the student loan market, and initially it focused on connecting wealthy alumni from particular universities with current students at those universities that needed to fund their education. Similarly, another set of peer-to-peer lending platforms, such as Funding Circle, were created to focus on small business loans, a sector of the market that traditional banks retreated from in the wake of the financial crisis. In response to changing market conditions, including the risk tolerance of banks, crowdlending platforms have managed to transform the credit industry, lowering interest rates for borrowers, expanding access to credit to wider audiences, and giving investors diversified opportunities to invest their capital.


67. See Elaine Moore & Tracy Alloway, Peer-to-Peer Lending: The Wisdom of Crowds, FIN. TIMES (May 19, 2014), https://www.ft.com/content/94eb60e6-df23-11e3-a4cf-00144feabdc0.


69. See id.


The ability of fintech markets to adapt and change in response to market demand gives fintech an advantage over more traditional financial institutions, which, for a number of reasons, tend to be slow to change their basic business models and assumptions. Fintech companies are small and nimble, and the price of entering new markets is low. They, thus, do not need to achieve the same extensive knowledge of the industry that financial intermediaries typically require. And because they do not have massive numbers of employees running their operations—the average virtual currency company in North America has just 12 employees—they can easily communicate new strategies and business models without the need for costly transition periods, or the hiring of consulting firms.

But it is also important to note that the high level of adaptation found in fintech does not necessarily correspond with high levels of stability. In other words, the fact that the industry itself is highly adaptive does not mean that particular companies in the industry are especially resilient. If anything, the opposite appears to be true—fintech companies are notoriously volatile. The average life of a Bitcoin exchange is a mere 381 days. Crowdlending platforms are similarly unstable. One study found that, in China, where there are approximately 3,900 crowdlending companies, over 1,200 had run into some form of major distress, ranging from frozen funds to complete cessation of operations. An incredible 266 of those companies had CEOs that had fled the authorities, under accusations of fraud, corruption, and other crimes. As will be described further below, this volatility should not be surprising, as the very adaptability of fintech contributes to its rapid change and upheaval.

Finally, the high levels of adaptation in fintech industries strengthen, and are in turn strengthened by, fintech’s other core features, its diffusion and its automation. The fact that fintech markets are dominated by small companies makes it easier for these markets to change—there are no dominant actors that can prevent market shifts that challenge their competitive position. Similarly, the fact that fintech industries are heavily automated makes it easier for these industries to expand or modify their businesses—the barriers to entry for new markets are lower when a company’s underlying technology applies just as well to, say, auto loans as it does to mortgages. Conversely, the speed of adaptation and change in fintech has encouraged companies to stay small. Decisionmakers, after all, naturally hesitate to invest in large infrastructure projects or hire large numbers of employees when the demand for those projects or employees can swiftly disappear. And the speed at which fintech industries change and evolve puts ever greater weight on a company’s ability to stay at the

73. GARRICK HILEMAN & MICHAEL RAUCHS, CAMBRIDGE CTR. FOR ALT. FIN., GLOBAL CRYPTOCURRENCY BENCHMARKING STUDY 25 (2017).
76. Id.
II. Fintech’s Regulatory Challenge

The rise of fintech in the recent decade has brought great change to the financial services industry. Where traditional financial markets were dominated by a small number of large actors, fintech markets are dominated by a large number of small ones. These markets are heavily dependent on automation and algorithmic decisionmaking for their proper functioning. And they tend to exhibit high rates of adaptation, constantly shifting and transforming in response to external information. These changes have the potential to provide significant benefits for the economy. They reduce the cost of transacting in finance, from raising capital to investing capital to spending capital. They reduce the risk of monopolistic behavior and abuses of dominant positions. And they expand access to the financial system to sectors that have traditionally been underserved or underbanked.

At the same time, fintech’s structure raises a set of concerns about whether current legal regimes adequately guide and constrain financial markets. These concerns can be usefully understood as related to the three core purposes of financial regulation: efficiency, fairness, and stability.

A. Efficient Allocation of Capital

One of the core functions of the financial sector is to allocate resources towards their most efficient uses. Those who possess capital are not always capable of...
deploying that capital well, and those that are capable of deploying capital do not always have the capital necessary to do so. Banks and other financial institutions fill this void, intermediating between capital owners and capital users. Thus, finance at its core is a method for ensuring that capital is allocated efficiently. Banks take deposits from savers, and they then loan those deposits out to borrowers who need the money—perhaps for the purchase of equipment for a farm, or the launch of a new store for a small business. The decision about where capital is allocated is essential to the proper functioning of the broader economy.

But financial markets do not always—or even ever—allocate capital optimally. They may, for example, overvalue companies that operate in trendy or fashionable sectors. Conversely, they may undervalue small companies that do not have widespread media coverage. They may discount the likelihood of events with low probabilities, and they may overweight the importance of events with high probabilities. The root cause of these inefficiencies varies depending on the case, but it is often connected to market failures (such as the presence of monopolies) or behavioral irregularities (such as overconfidence bias) in the industry.

Fintech’s great promise is that it reduces or eliminates many of the inefficiencies present in traditional financial markets. By eliminating costly intermediaries and reducing transaction costs, fintech allows financial participants to engage in a greater variety of transactions with fewer delays. By spreading market power among a larger number of smaller actors, fintech reduces concerns about harmful monopolistic behaviors. By automating decisionmaking, fintech minimizes the potential for

Stiglitz, The Allocation Role of the Stock Market: Pareto Optimality and Competition, 36 J. FIN. 235, 235 (1981); Eugene F. Fama, Efficient Capital Markets: A Review of Theory and Empirical Work, 25 J. FIN. 383, 383 (1970). According to Brummer and Yadav, one key regulatory objective of financial regulation is to ensure market integrity by “combating fraud, and making sure that investors and consumers of financial services are protected from unfair and illegal acts that could deprive them of money, rights or both.” Brummer & Yadav, supra note 4, at 8. This Article takes a slightly different approach, separating out the efficiency-oriented goals of financial regulation from the consumer-protection-oriented goals of financial regulation. While it is certainly plausible to argue that both efficiency and fairness are most usefully analyzed as the single concept of “market integrity,” the Article separates the two in order to demonstrate the very different, and sometimes conflicting, problems encountered in reducing transaction costs and protecting consumers.
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cognitive biases to skew financial decisions. All of these features suggest that fintech will lead to greater efficiency in the financial sector.

But while the nature of fintech reduces a sub-set of efficiency-related concerns in the financial industry, it also exacerbates another sub-set of concerns. It is only natural, of course, that different markets will create different risks. But in the case of fintech, these concerns are particularly pronounced, and are likely to become only more so as fintech expands.

First, the disaggregation and diffusion of fintech markets increase the likelihood that public goods will be underprovided in the industry. It is perhaps counterintuitive that an increase in the number of actors in a market can reduce efficiency in the market—it is, after all, a commonplace that competition increases as the number of competitors increases. But the large number of actors in fintech creates a different problem related, not to competition, but rather to cooperation. Diffuse markets are more likely to suffer from public goods problems. Public goods, of course, refer to that category of goods that are non-rivalrous and non-excludible, in the sense that any one actor's consumption of the good does not reduce the ability of other actors to consume the good and no actor can be prevented from utilizing the good. The paradigmatic examples of such goods are the environment and the national military—once these goods exist, everyone benefits from them. But public goods also exist in the financial industry. For example, the production of "best practices" guidelines related to cybersecurity or the dissemination of knowledge about how to promote a sound banking system both constitute public goods that may benefit society more generally. The problem with public goods is that private markets tend to produce them at suboptimal rates. These problems can sometimes be overcome in concentrated markets, where the actors are known to each other and can observe (and potentially sanction) the behavior of the others. But in diffuse markets, where actors are dispersed and have few interactions with each other, the likelihood that collective
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action problems can be overcome decreases exponentially.92 Fintech, of course, demonstrates all the traits of a diffuse market, and thus the likelihood that fintech actors will voluntarily produce public good-type resources is significantly lower than one would expect in traditional, more concentrated financial sectors.93

Second, fintech's reliance on automation and algorithmic decisionmaking may reduce efficiency in financial markets. Again, this point may seem counterintuitive: if we can have computers make decisions faster and more reliably than humans, one might expect that efficiency would increase in financial markets. But this may not always hold true in fintech. In particular, the delegation of decisionmaking to pre-programmed algorithms creates the possibility of "model risk."94 Even the most sophisticated trading algorithms rely on simplified assumptions about the nature of markets and individuals. When these assumptions are proved wrong, or errors are made in the programs, the speed and automaticity of algorithmic decisionmaking makes the consequences potentially more harmful. In 2012, one high-frequency trader, the Knight Capital Group, lost $440 million in just 45 minutes due to the failure of a technician to include new code in one of the firm's servers.95 Several studies have shown that the rise of high-frequency algorithmic trading has led to increases in volatility in stock markets.96 One study identified 18,520 "ultrafast extreme events" in financial markets from the years 2006-2011, and found a close correlation between the proliferation of such events and system-wide financial collapse.97 Automation also may reduce allocative efficiency by increasing herd behavior.98 This may occur in several different ways, but perhaps the simplest involves computer programs sharing certain programming templates. If an algorithm proves successful in the market, other actors may be tempted to simply copy or replicate the algorithm. If they do, then the inaccuracies and flawed assumption of a single model may be propagated throughout the system, thereby significantly increasing the chance of financial contagion or other inefficient behaviors.99

---
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99. For a discussion of such model risks, see Toshiyasu Kato & Toshinao Yoshiha, Model Risk and its Control, 18 MONETARY & ECON. STUD. 129 (2000) (Herd behavior risk is only exacerbated when the particular action, while beneficial when taken by a single actor, becomes harmful when taken by large numbers of actors. The rise of index investing, a staple of robo-advising companies, may prove to be one such phenomenon. The strategy
Finally, the speed of adaptation and change in fintech may also have negative effects on the efficient allocation of capital. With new fintech companies and innovations arising or disappearing seemingly every day, the problem of asymmetric information between market participants becomes severe.\textsuperscript{100} Asymmetric information generally refers to the imbalance of information between insiders, who have direct access to information about the benefits and risks of particular products or industries, and outsiders, who lack such information.\textsuperscript{101} Asymmetric information can lead to market failure if insiders are able to extract rent from outsiders or, alternatively, if outsiders refrain from entering into the market at all.\textsuperscript{102} In either case, the result is an inefficient market.\textsuperscript{103} Information asymmetries tend to erode over time, however, as information about the market and its participants eventually spreads to broader audiences.\textsuperscript{104} But because fintech has a tendency to adapt and change so quickly, outsiders often do not have sufficient time to resolve information asymmetry problems. Cryptocurrencies, and in particular the rise of "initial coin offerings," provide a good example of this problem.\textsuperscript{105} New cryptocurrency is built on different underlying infrastructure, different programming, and different decisionmaking procedures. Outsiders that are considering investing in initial coin offerings thus must

of passively investing in a broad index of the market as a whole, rather than actively choosing stocks that are expected to outperform the market, has grown steadily more popular in recent years, with passive mutual funds and exchange traded funds increasing their share of S&P 500 companies from 4.6% to 11.6% in the period from 2005 to 2016). See Tom McGinty, Sarah Krouse & Elliot Bentley, \textit{Index Funds Are Taking Over the S&P 500}, \textit{Wall St. J.} (Oct. 17, 2016), http://www.wsj.com/graphics/index-funds-taking-over-sp-500/. A number of studies have concluded that the passive strategy, on average, outperforms active stock management, at least partially because it costs less. But the rise of index investing also raises concerns about whether stocks will continue to respond to market signals. In other words, if all investors adopt an index approach, then all stocks would be purchased by all buyers. It would not matter if a company had a bad earnings report or just launched a new drug—if the company is part of the index, the investor is obligated to own it. Some companies have more than 30% of their stock owned by passive funds, with one company, Meredith Corp. having an incredible 39.7% of its shares controlled by such funds. See Chris Dieterich & Corrie Driebusch, \textit{Wall Street’s Newest Puzzle: What Passive Buying and Selling Means for Individual Stocks}, \textit{Wall St. J.} (Sept. 21, 2017), https://www.wsj.com/articles/wall-streets-newest-puzzle-what-passive-buying-and-selling-means-for-individual-stocks-1505986202. Thus, while index investing as a strategy functions on an individual investor level, it may lead to dysfunctions in markets if it is adopted more widely.
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learn of the currency, attempt to understand its fundamental risk-reward structure, and then decide whether to invest in it. This process is extraordinarily complex and difficult, and investors may well resort to heuristics, rather than reasoned analysis, in order to resolve it. Even if outsiders manage to overcome the information asymmetry problem, the process itself is costly: each new venture or innovation requires outsiders to devote time and resources to the learning process. The learning benefits that come from well-established markets with repeated interactions and observed behaviors are thus noticeably absent in many fintech markets.

For all these reasons, fintech raises a set of concerns about the efficient allocation of capital through financial markets. Fintech may lead to markets that underproduce social goods such as best practices on cybersecurity or sound banking procedures. It may lead to more volatile markets that fail to respond appropriately to new information. And it may lead to markets in which informational asymmetries impede informed bargaining. These concerns suggest that regulation will need to adjust to improve the efficiency of fintech markets.

B. Consumer Protection

In addition to efficiency, financial regulation is also concerned with ensuring fairness in financial markets. Financial reform efforts have often been driven by a belief that consumers or investors require greater protections than are available in a purely deregulated environment. The perceived abuses and frauds perpetrated in the 1920s, for example, led to the introduction of the Securities Act and the Securities Exchange Act, which increased the disclosure and reliability of securities issued to the public. The corporate and accounting scandals of the early 2000s led to the
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enactment of the Sarbanes Oxley Act, which required greater internal reporting and audit obligations for companies listed on the stock exchange. And perceived abuses in the mortgage and credit industries in the late 2000s led to the creation of the Consumer Finance Protection Bureau in 2011. In each of these instances, legislators have sought to protect investors and consumers in financial transactions from being treated in ways that violate a fundamental sense of fairness, even when these transactions may be entered into willingly.

It is unsurprising that fintech raises a number of consumer protection concerns. Innovation always raises questions about how old law applies to new circumstances. Lawmakers can never foresee the infinite variety of ways in which companies and individuals can act, and the very structure of law can shape the way that businesses develop. Many of the consumer protection concerns surrounding fintech are also present in more traditional financial services industries, but are only heightened in the fintech context. Others are entirely unique to the fintech industry. This Part will highlight the key categories of consumer protection risk in fintech and identify the ways in which these risks are heightened in fintech industries.

First and foremost, fintech presents important privacy concerns for consumers. Fintech firms, after all, often rely on consumers providing them with access to significant amounts of sensitive personal and financial information. Personal finance companies like Mint, for example, request that users grant them access to view their bank account and retirement account information. Online payment companies require authorization to transfer money from one account to another. Traditional banks have raised concerns about granting computers access to personal accounts, but they have been rebuked by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau for limiting precisely this sort of access. At the same time, more and more fintech firms are
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gaining access to broad and deep information about individuals and their financial and personal lives. As more firms have access to, and control over, such information, the risk of public exposure through hacking or otherwise increases. While consumers (in some cases) turn over this information willingly, they may well not fully understand the vulnerabilities of the firms to which they are turning it over. This will put further pressure on cybersecurity and privacy law to fulfill their mandate of protecting confidential information from disclosure or improper use.

Second, one of fintech’s greatest advantages—its speed and ease of use—also creates concerns about whether consumers will enter into financially significant transactions on an uninformed basis. Fintech firms pride themselves on how convenient and easy it is to access their services: Sindeo, a San-Francisco based firm that specializes in home mortgages, promises on its website that prospective homeowners can “shop more than one thousand loans in just 5 minutes.” But the elimination of the barriers that have long stood between consumers and complicated financial products may have the less desirable effect of causing significant financial decisions to be made on the basis of snap judgments. One need only consider the irrational exuberance surrounding recent initial coin offerings, described above, to understand the scope of the problem. Similarly, fintech reduces the capacity for intermediaries, such as banks and brokers, to fulfill their gatekeeping function in financial markets. In the crowdlending industry, for example, borrowers are directly connected with lenders, and banks often play little or no role in the process. While this structure may reduce costs, it also eliminates the ability of banks to serve as gatekeepers and block bad actors from entering the market. While banks certainly do not always fulfill this function perfectly, they are generally viewed as having a
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reputational interest in preventing abusive or unfair products from being marketed.\textsuperscript{121} The removal of intermediaries from financial services, one of the professed goals of many fintech firms, thus may serve to reduce the quality of financial services on the market.

Third, fintech’s widespread use of anonymous online transactions likely attracts greater levels of crime and fraud to the sector. Anonymity, in this case, does not refer solely to the formal anonymity granted by some virtual currencies. It also covers other financial services that can be purchased and sold through online portals without the intervention of humans. Robo-advisors, for example, typically never meet their customers and channel all interactions through their online sites.\textsuperscript{122} Crowdfunding platforms allow businesses and individuals to raise money without ever meeting their investors, or, for that matter, the platform itself.\textsuperscript{123} But surely one of the more worrying developments in fintech has been the use of virtual currencies as the medium of choice for criminals. In the “Wannacry” ransomware attack that affected hundreds of thousands of computers worldwide in 2017, hackers managed to freeze access for computer owners to their computers, and, in order to unfreeze it, users had to send a certain amount of bitcoin, typically around $300, to a specific bitcoin account.\textsuperscript{124} Adding to the difficulty of tracking the ransom money, the hackers are suspected to have converted the bitcoin into another virtual currency, Monero, which is widely believed to be even more secure and anonymous than bitcoin.\textsuperscript{125} Similarly, bitcoin was the currency of choice for The Silk Road, a dark web online site that was notorious for trafficking in drugs.\textsuperscript{126} If fintech allows criminals and fraudsters to evade national regulations, it could well cause significant harm to consumers.

Finally, fintech’s use of “big data” strategies may lead to hidden discrimination, intentional or not, within the financial services industry.\textsuperscript{127} While computers are not subject to the errors and biases of humans, they are only as effective as the algorithms
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that underlie their outputs.\textsuperscript{128} To the extent that those algorithms incorporate inputs that either explicitly discriminate between users on the basis of protected traits or are closely correlated with those traits, they may lead to pernicious bias and discrimination, and in ways that are more difficult to discover.\textsuperscript{129} One could imagine, for example, that "big data" analytics could conclude that residents of certain zip codes were better, or worse, credit risks, and thus assign them better or worse interest rates based on that information. If these zip codes were closely correlated with race, or religion, or national origin, then the increasing use of such algorithms could lead to problematic discriminatory effects. And the presence of such correlations might well themselves only reflect past discrimination, leading to a self-justifying furtherance of biased means and ends in finance. Even determining whether such discrimination was occurring would be difficult, given the complexity of big data analytics tools.

In sum, the rise of fintech presents a set of troubling concerns about consumer protection. It may lead to heightened privacy concerns, as more personal and financial information is stored by an increasing proliferation of companies. It may lead to unsophisticated investors making uninformed, but deeply impactful, financial decisions based on spur-of-the-moment judgments. It may increase the prevalence of crime and fraud within the financial sector. And it may cause certain vulnerable groups to face hidden bias and discrimination in financial transactions. These are the sorts of problems that financial regulation has long sought to stamp out, and their presence in the fintech sector is troubling.

C. Systemic Risk

In addition to efficiency and fairness, financial regulation also aims to promote stability.\textsuperscript{130} Indeed, this aspect of financial regulation is one of the distinguishing features of banking law. To a greater degree than perhaps any other area of law, the law governing financial institutions focuses on preventing, not just harm to other parties, but instability within the industry itself. The reason is a simple one: the
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financial sector is so central to the functioning of modern economies that when it struggles, the effects ripple out broadly to the broader society. Therefore, economic growth depends heavily on the health and stability of the financial sector.

Financial regulation has sought to promote stability in the financial sector by adopting several mechanisms aimed at increasing the resilience and robustness of banks. For example, banks must maintain certain capital to asset ratios to ensure that, in the event of an adverse change in the market, they can absorb losses and avoid catastrophic consequences. Similarly, banks must contribute funds to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation so that depositors can remain confident that their deposits will be protected from loss. The ex post justification for these rules is that, in times of market turmoil, banks and consumers will be protected from loss. But the ex ante justification is that the very existence of the rules renders it less likely that the losses will occur in the first place. After all, if market participants are aware that banks have large reserves in place to be able to withstand losses, they will be more likely to continue to do business with them on ordinary terms, thus preventing further losses. Similarly, if depositors are aware that their accounts at banks are insured against loss, they will be less likely to withdraw their deposits in times of market turmoil, thus preventing the kind of runs that banks experienced during the Great Depression.

Since the financial crisis, financial regulators have focused their attentions on resolving the systemic risks presented by large, “too big to fail” banks. This regulatory response was driven by the belief that banks in the pre-crisis period had exploited the implicit governmental guarantee on their activities to engage in excessively risky behavior. Knowing that their failure would impose catastrophically large costs on broader society, and that any rational government would be forced to bail them out to avoid these costs from materializing, banks had incentives to take risky bets on mortgages and create ever more complex derivatives that would create short-term profits at the risk of long-term losses. The failure of Lehman Brothers in 2009 provided a powerful example of the threat that “too big to fail” banks posed to
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the wider economy. In order to resolve this problem, legislators enacted the Dodd-Frank Act, which imposed a set of onerous requirements on "systemically important financial institutions" and established new governmental entities aimed at monitoring the large banks and their risk exposures.

From the perspective of size, fintech firms assuredly do not present the same risks as more traditional Wall Street firms. They are significantly smaller on any number of dimensions, from employment, to assets, to profits. No fintech firm (at least presently) would fall under the umbrella of regulation aimed at "systemically important financial institutions." Thus, fintech largely evades systemic-risk related regulatory scrutiny.

This is problematic because fintech firms present a number of concerns related to systemic risk. First, because of their small size, fintech actors are much more vulnerable to rapid, adverse shocks. Even relatively small losses, from the perspective of Wall Street investment banks, would sink many fintech firms. And while the magnitude of the harm from the failure of a single fintech actor is smaller than a comparable failure at a large Wall Street bank, the probability of its occurrence
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is significantly higher. A recent study of Bitcoin exchanges, for example, found that new exchanges have an expected lifespan of just 381 days.\textsuperscript{143} Systemic risk refers to the likelihood that losses in one part of the economy will cause larger, system-wide losses in other parts of the economy.\textsuperscript{144} It is created by the interaction between the magnitude of a loss, the probability of its occurrence, and the likelihood that the loss will spread to other parts of the financial sector.\textsuperscript{145} Thus, while fintech companies may have lower loss magnitudes, these could be offset by higher loss probabilities.\textsuperscript{146} As fintech becomes more closely integrated into our financial system, and pathways for contagion multiply, systemic risk concerns will only grow.

Second, because of the large number of actors in fintech markets, regulators struggle to monitor the behavior of relevant participants. Regulatory regimes are only effective if regulators can identify, observe, and sanction actors within the given sphere of activity.\textsuperscript{147} Unlike traditional finance, in which a few concentrated actors control a significant portion of the market, fintech is typified by the proliferation of many small actors. This poses an obstacle for regulators that must identify the particular firms and individuals of interest to them. Even if regulators are capable of identifying the relevant actors within a given fintech sector, they also must grapple with the related problem of understanding the risks generated by those actors, many of whom rely heavily on algorithms and computer coding for their decisionmaking.\textsuperscript{148} These are difficult tasks even for those who specialize in the industry, let alone for regulators who are often ill-equipped and under-resourced.\textsuperscript{149} Without an appropriate level of oversight and monitoring by capable regulators, fintech companies will be more likely to engage in risky behavior and yet avoid detection.

Third, the characteristics of fintech companies create an environment in which cooperative behaviors and norms are less likely to develop.\textsuperscript{150} Even competitive
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markets such as finance and asset management often end up displaying surprising amounts of cooperation: actors may work together to create “best practices” or share information about security vulnerabilities or, in particularly dire circumstances, to ensure the survival of the market itself. Large institutions such as Wall Street banks interact with regulators and one another frequently, and thus have strong incentives to maintain their reputation as cooperative partners. Fintech firms, on the other hand, have fewer opportunities for such interaction, and often have shorter time horizons. As a result, they will perceive fewer benefits from contributing to the production of wider social goods, such as the promotion of industry guidelines on risk management or cybersecurity.

For all of these reasons, fintech firms present a set of systemic risk concerns that are distinct from the concerns that are generated by more traditional financial institutions. These risks are derived from fintech’s disaggregated model of finance, its heavy reliance on automation, and its high levels of adaptation and change. The risks are only likely to grow as the various technologies gain greater acceptance and are increasingly incorporated into the wider economy. And to the extent that current financial regulations aimed at limiting systemic risk focus primarily on the risks of large institutions, these regulations may be misguided.

III. Towards A Law of Fintech

The regulatory problems created by fintech call for a wider reassessment of financial regulation in the Bitcoin era. This Section will argue that fintech is sufficiently distinct from traditional financial institutions that it calls for tailored regulation that is substantively different from general financial law. The goals of such a “law of fintech” would naturally be similar to the goals of all financial regulation: promoting the efficient allocation of capital, protecting consumers and investors, and increasing stability and systemic resilience. But the methods for arriving at these goals, and thus the focus and target of regulation, will look significantly different. In particular, fintech regulation should be guided by three overriding principles. First, it should focus on improving the quality and quantity of information that is available with respect to fintech products and services. Second, it should emphasize the centrality of
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cybersecurity for all fintech firms, and it should aim to exclude actors and industries that fail to adopt appropriate safeguards. Third, it should simplify and centralize regulatory authority over fintech in order to better allow regulatory authorities to balance priorities and goals.

A. Information-Forcing Rules

Asymmetric information has long been recognized as a central cause of market failure.\textsuperscript{155} In industries in which insiders have significantly more information about a product and its risks than outsiders, voluntary market transactions may lead to inefficient results, either because the insiders take advantage of the outsiders, or because the outsiders refuse to do business at all.\textsuperscript{156} One way to correct for these problems is for insiders to voluntarily provide better information to outsiders: home sellers, for example, could hire an independent inspection firm to confirm that houses do not have any hidden defects; or, in the financial industry, financial firms could hire ratings agencies to inspect their financial products for adequacy and reliability.\textsuperscript{157} But such voluntary actions are both costly and potentially faulty, as the independence of such outside inspectors may themselves be suspect.\textsuperscript{158} Thus, information asymmetries are problematic for markets and market-based mechanisms and often call for regulatory intervention to force better information production.

As mentioned above, fintech suffers from particularly acute information asymmetries. The disaggregated nature of fintech, and the growth in the variety and number of actors in the industry, places investors and consumers at a disadvantage when attempting to gauge the reputation and reliability of particular actors. For example, in the crowdfunding industry, investors must decide on whether to invest in particular companies based primarily on information voluntarily provided by the companies themselves. In traditional finance, investment banks or other financial institutions would normally be expected to perform a significant amount of due diligence for the companies that they were working for. In other words, they act as "gatekeepers" ensuring that investors have some measure of certainty about the reputation of their counterparties.\textsuperscript{159} But crowdfunding platforms perform such

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{155} See ROBERT COOTER & THOMAS ULEN, LAW AND ECONOMICS 41-42 (6th ed. 2016); ROBERT L. GLICKSMAN & RICHARD E. LEVY, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW: AGENCY ACTION IN LEGAL CONTEXT 15-19 (2010).
\item \textsuperscript{157} See COOTER & ULEN, supra note 140, at 42.
\item \textsuperscript{158} See Kia Dennis, The Ratings Game: Explaining Rating Agency Failures in the Build Up to the Financial Crisis, 63 U. MIAMI L. REV. 1111 (2009).
\item \textsuperscript{159} For a description of the gatekeeping function of financial intermediaries, see Reinier H. Kraakman, Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party Enforcement Strategy, 2 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 53, 54 (1986); John C. Coffee, Jr., Gatekeeper Failure and Reform: The Challenge of Fashioning Relevant Reforms, 84 B.U. L. REV. 301, 309 (2004); Ronald J. Gilson & Reinier H.
gatekeeping functions only reluctantly, and sometimes not at all. It is not uncommon for such websites to include in their terms and conditions a "disclaimer of warranties" that explicitly provides that the platform does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or usefulness of any content on the site. Fintech's widespread elimination of gatekeepers creates a situation ripe for information problems.  

And importantly, the significant information asymmetries in fintech lie at the root of many of our concerns about the industry. From the perspective of efficiency, information asymmetries within fintech have the potential to lead to a breakdown in markets, causing an increase in the number and size of inefficient transactions, a decrease in the number and size of efficient transactions, or both. The increased transaction costs associated with information-scarce markets acts as a drag on the efficient allocation of capital. From the perspective of fairness, the information asymmetries within fintech markets can be expected to lead to a higher frequency of consumer or investor fraud, as well as more mundane, but potentially more problematic, irrational behavior on the part of these actors. Without comprehensive and reliable information about the costs and benefits of particular fintech services, consumers may be taken advantage of by unscrupulous businesses that promise them above-market returns. They may also be more likely to engage in herd behavior that leads them to contribute to asset bubbles that are divorced from the asset's intrinsic value. Finally, from the perspective of stability, information asymmetries within the fintech industry increase the possibility that fintech will create systemic risk for the wider economy. Without better information about the structure and functioning of fintech markets, regulators will struggle to monitor and constrain fintech services with respect to broader system risks. Similarly, consumers that lack information about the resilience and solvency of actors are more likely to be susceptible to panicked behavior and contagion in the event of adverse market shocks.

It is unlikely that, in the absence of regulatory pressure, private market mechanisms will lead to the appropriate level of information disclosure in fintech. Because fintech tends to connect parties through disintermediated platforms, many of the participants in the industry are unsophisticated. Such participants will likely be unaware of the appropriate level of information that they should receive with respect to financial transactions and thus cannot realistically be expected to press for it. And the ease with which consumers can enter into fintech transactions—one can purchase


160. See Choi, supra note 144, at 934-39.


162. See Rose, supra, note 96.

163. See Magnuson, supra note 56, at 10.


tokens in an initial coin offering in a matter of minutes entirely through the internet—discourages wider-ranging negotiation through which information might be disclosed. Even sophisticated investors may not succeed in pressuring market participants to provide fulsome disclosures about transaction risks. Sophisticated investors, after all, have limited time and capacity to review and process the terms of complex financial instruments. During the financial crisis, large banks—some of the most sophisticated actors in the industry—found that their exposures to the home mortgage crisis and related derivatives were substantially larger than their models had predicted. And to the extent that the growth of fintech markets is driven by demand among unsophisticated investors, sophisticated investors may have little leverage to negotiate for better terms.

For these reasons, any financial regulation aiming to improve the functioning of fintech markets needs to focus on resolving the significant information asymmetries that exist within fintech. This will require regulators to drive information production, ensuring that industry participants provide comprehensive, accurate and consistent disclosures about their business models, functions, and risks, and that they provide this information in easily digestible and accessible formats. The disclosures should be directed and tailored to two general audiences: first, to the regulators themselves, in order to improve their ability to monitor risks as they emerge; and second, to consumers and investors, in order to improve their ability to make informed decisions in the market.

While a full discussion of the specific disclosure requirements for fintech firms is beyond the scope of this article, and would certainly vary depending on the type of company and industry at issue, a few simple guidelines should apply across fintech sectors. First, fintech companies must be held responsible for the accuracy and reliability of the information on their sites. While this would seem to be a relatively uncontroversial and common-sense proposal, it would in fact signal a marked change from the approach of many firms in the fintech industry. Both robo-advisors and crowdfunding platforms, for example, often disclaim any warranty for the accuracy or appropriateness of the information on their sites. Thus, a first step in reducing information asymmetries in fintech would be to require fintech firms to be liable for inaccuracies or misinformation they provide about their services.

Just as important as holding fintech firms responsible for the information they provide is forcing the firms to provide the information in the first place. Regulators must ensure that fintech firms provide comprehensive information about their services and businesses prior to entering the market. Without such a requirement, the imposition of liability for inaccurate disclosures might paradoxically cause fintech firms to reduce the total amount of information they disclose, the precise opposite of the desired result. At a minimum, the substantive disclosure obligations should include basic information such as quantitative and qualitative discussion of the


business, past performance, and risk factors. To the extent that regulators require access to sensitive information that might harm the company if disclosed to the public, fintech firms should be allowed to divulge sensitive information solely to their relevant regulator under a confidential disclosure process.

An essential question in any disclosure regime, of course, is the capacity of the audience to process and understand the information that is eventually disclosed. Fintech presents particularly thorny receptivity problems. For example, if a virtual currency's code is publicly available, is this sufficient information for regulators and consumers to be able to understand the risks of the currency? Or if a crowdlending platform states in its terms and conditions that it relies on a particular type of technology to model credit risks, is such a disclosure likely to be understood or even read by most investors? The existence of such problems suggests that fintech disclosures will require a significant amount of "translation" work aimed at making the disclosures readily accessible and easily understood by the desired audiences. This may well require regulators to create fintech-focused divisions that have the operational and technical expertise to assess fintech risks. One model for such bodies is the recently created cyber division of the Securities Exchange Commission, which focuses on identifying and sanctioning "cyber-related misconduct." 

Perhaps the greatest benefit of information-forcing rules is that they impose relatively low burdens on fintech companies themselves. The majority of the information that would need to be disclosed under plausible disclosure regimes should be readily available to the relevant actors and thus will require minimal additional research on the part of firms. The low cost of information production has the additional advantage of avoiding inadvertent incentives for firms to engage in regulatory arbitrage. Recent reforms of financial regulation have been sharply criticized for their tendency to escalate regulatory costs, thereby creating incentives for firms to go underground or shift services to less-regulated sectors. Such "shadow banks" operate largely out of sight of government bodies and can create risks that leak into the broader economy. Information-forcing rules would avoid this costly dynamic.


170. While information disclosure may be low-cost, it is not no-cost. If firms are to provide information in accessible and easily legible formats, there will necessarily be some costs in collecting and disseminating this information. There will also, presumably, be costs related to faulty disclosures that lead to losses for investors or counter-parties. But it is hoped that these costs are relatively low compared with the overall benefits to the industry, and liability regimes could potentially be structured to minimize costs for good faith disclosures that end up being incorrect.

In addition to improving information flows, the law of fintech must also focus on increasing the security and resiliency of fintech platforms. It is now a fact of life that online sites are subject to data breaches and hacking attacks on a daily basis. Such breaches have targeted government databases, technology companies, and military contractors. The seemingly unending series of disclosures about successful cyber-intrusions into prominent corporations is troubling from a number of perspectives, but it has particular salience to the financial industry.\textsuperscript{172}

The possibility—indeed, one might go so far as to say the inevitability—that an ever greater portion of financial transactions will take place through online platforms increases the urgency of putting in place laws that ensure that financial institutions establish appropriate cyber-safeguards. This problem is not unique to fintech per se. Even traditional financial institutions have struggled to prevent and respond to hacking attacks. In 2014, for example, a cyberattack on JP Morgan is believed to have compromised the private data of over 80 million customers.\textsuperscript{173} The same year, a hacking attempt that is suspected to have originated in Russia infiltrated the systems of nine unidentified financial institutions. One official at the cyberdivision of the Federal Bureau of Investigation has instructed financial institutions, “You’re going to be hacked. Have a plan.”\textsuperscript{174}

Cybersecurity is of particular importance in the fintech industry, however, for a number of reasons. First, since fintech firms tend to rely on mobile and online platforms for their essential functions, they are especially dependent on the safety and security of their systems. Second, given the relative newness of many of those systems and technologies, the likelihood of unexpected or unknown vulnerabilities in their cybersecurity systems is high. For example, in one of the more notorious examples of the vulnerabilities of virtual currencies, in 2016, a hacker exploited a flaw in the coding of an autonomous organization known as the DAO to steal $55 million of ethereum. The vulnerability was created by the use of a lower case “t”, rather than an upper case “T”, in line 666 of the code.\textsuperscript{175} Small mistakes or oversights in complex algorithms can lead to significant losses.

Crafting a law of fintech that focuses on improving cybersecurity should simultaneously promote all of the primary interests that financial regulation aims to
It has consequences for the efficient allocation of capital because breaches of cybersecurity protocols may lead to thefts or improper transfers of capital to criminals and rogue states. It has consequences for consumer protection because hackers may steal sensitive financial and personal information for individuals. It has consequences for systemic stability because cyber-intrusions may lead to markets or transactions being frozen or seizing up.

Given the centrality of cybersecurity for the efficient, fair, and stable functioning of the financial sector, and the particular vulnerability of fintech technologies to cyber-intrusions, fintech regulation must place a special emphasis on ensuring that actors in the sector implement proper systems and procedures for preventing, detecting, and resolving cyberattacks. Current cybersecurity laws tend to be vague in substance and generic in application. For example, the primary statute that the Federal Trade Commission has used to prosecute corporations for failing to implement cybersecurity procedures is 15 U.S.C. Section 45(a), which merely states that “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce” are unlawful. As one industry participant has put it, “[t]he SEC hasn’t been very specific about what it wants firms to do on cybersecurity.” Such vagueness, while placing broad discretion within the hands of regulators to prosecute companies for lax cybersecurity policies, fails to give companies guidance about proper levels of cybersecurity.

Fintech law must remedy this problem by giving better guidance to firms about the appropriate levels of protection that must be implemented before a firm may enter into sensitive financial transactions. It can do so in several ways. First, regulations should set forth minimum levels of cybersecurity preparedness that fintech firms must implement.

---

176. Prominent examples of thefts involving virtual currencies include the disappearance of hundreds of thousands of bitcoins from the bitcoin exchange Mt. Gox in 2014 and the hack of the ethereum-based DAO organization. See McMillan, supra note 41; Matthew Leising, The Ether Thief, BLOOMBERG (June 13, 2017), https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2017-the-ether-thief/.
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also employee training, regular inspections, and maintenance issues. These rules should be tailored to address the particular cybersecurity concerns of the technology at issue: virtual currency cybersecurity protocols, for example, might look quite different from robo-advisor cybersecurity protocols.

Second, regulators should establish a "fintech cybersecurity" body that has the ability and the expertise necessary to monitor and investigate cybersecurity practices in the industry.¹⁸² Such a body might be modeled on the National Examination Program of the Securities Exchange Commission, which regularly undertakes comprehensive examinations of cybersecurity procedures within the broker-dealer industry.¹⁸³ The centralization of expertise and monitoring capabilities would improve the ability of regulators to identify fintech vulnerabilities before they are exploited.

Third, fintech law should not just set forth substantive standards and enable regulators to enforce them, but it should also proactively encourage fintech firms to engage with regulators on their cybersecurity procedures.¹⁸⁴ Such engagement would certainly include reporting intrusions and attempted intrusions, but it might also include broader cooperative efforts. The Department of Homeland Security, for example, offers free "cyberhygiene" scans of state voting systems.¹⁸⁵ Such an approach would be relatively low-cost and could provide significant benefits for the security and stability of financial markets.

But of course, even the best cybersecurity procedures are not invulnerable to breach, and thus the law of fintech should not just set forth substantive standards for the kinds of protections that fintech firms must incorporate into their models, it should also create rules governing how fintech firms must respond to breaches. This would include at a minimum an obligation for firms to establish a plan for limiting the harm

¹⁸² Brummer and Yadav propose that better coordination among agencies would improve fintech regulation. Brummer & Yadav, supra note 4, at 57-59. They argue that coordination "can help regulators pool their insights and improve their individual analysis of an innovation in order to draw the lines (and stipulate acceptable tradeoffs) that best represent their respective policy goals." Id. at 58. The fintech cybersecurity body proposed in this Article could potentially serve as the forum for such coordination. It could, for example, be an interagency body with representatives from multiple agencies, or it could be an independent body that regularly advises other agencies.

¹⁸³ See OCIE REPORT, supra note 165, at 1.

¹⁸⁴ See Sam Young, Contemplating Corporate Disclosure Obligations Arising from Cybersecurity Breaches, 38 J. CORP. L. 659 (2013).

from system breaches, as well as an obligation to report breaches immediately to the relevant regulators. Too often, private firms fail to disclose breaches in a timely manner, thus preventing regulators and consumers from taking steps to protect themselves from harm stemming from the breaches.\(^\text{186}\) Given the centrality of financial services, and financial information, to the modern economy, fintech firms must be held to higher standards.

Imposing higher levels of cybersecurity obligations on fintech firms will certainly be more intrusive than the disclosure obligations outlined in the previous section. It will also require regulators to have exceptional knowledge and skill in deciding the appropriate standards. Both of these facts suggest that regulators should tread carefully, and solicit industry and interest-group feedback on proposed regulations, before enacting comprehensive cybersecurity regulation aimed at the fintech sector. But the cost of not doing so is large and difficult to calculate, given the capability for cybertheft to work long-term damage to investor and consumer credit and confidence. Thus, it must be at the center of any prudent attempt to improve the law of fintech.

C. Tradeoff-Forcing Rules

As described above, the law of fintech must prioritize information disclosure and cybersecurity preparation, two areas in which fintech currently raises significant concerns and which, if resolved, could provide benefits along all of financial regulation’s priorities. But a third aspect of fintech law is perhaps a less obvious one: balancing priorities. While the first two features of fintech law require the creation of substantive standards and behavioral requirements, this feature focuses instead on the process and methods by which those standards are created. Fintech law must make difficult choices about the priorities it seeks to realize, and in doing so, it will necessarily require regulators to make tradeoffs between the core purposes of financial regulation—efficiency, fairness and stability. These decisions should be made consciously and explicitly. And while of course all regulation requires a balancing of costs and benefits, the process is even more important in the fintech industry given the disaggregated nature of fintech and its dispersed decisionmaking structure.\(^\text{187}\)

In their article, *Fintech and the Innovation Trilemma*, Chris Brummer and Yesha Yadav demonstrate how financial regulators “when balancing three competing policy objectives—fostering innovation, market integrity and rules simplicity—can, at best,
fully achieve two out of three of these regulatory goals." While the goals they identify for financial regulation differ from the goals that this Article identifies, and their conclusions about tradeoffs are perhaps more straightforward than they are for the three goals identified here, their ultimate conclusion is persuasive: regulations that have multiple goals often end up sacrificing some goals for the sake of achieving the others. For example, they argue that market integrity (which they define to include such goals as financial stability, fraud prevention, and consumer protection) often requires complex rules. As they put it, "[t]o comprehensively capture the interaction of diverse market participants, a variety of rules of varying objectives are needed." This desire for market integrity, however, conflicts with the desire for simple rules—if we want to protect against the variety of potentially undesirable behaviors in markets, we will need to have rules with many facets to them. At the same time, these complex rules may also impede innovation—new entrants to markets may be dissuaded from experimenting with new financial products if they are unable to decipher the maze of financial rules. Thus, financial regulation faces a "trilemma," as Brummer and Yadav call it, in which tradeoffs are unavoidable. These tradeoffs are exacerbated by fintech, Brummer and Yadav argue, because of fintech's core features, including its reliance on automation, disintermediation, and big data.

The tradeoffs that Brummer and Yadav identify are also present within the overarching goals of financial regulation identified here: efficiency, fairness, and stability. It is impossible for financial regulation to perfectly achieve all of its purposes, as the pursuit of some of these purposes may simultaneously inhibit the pursuit of the others. Efficient markets may at times lead to results that are perceived as unfair. Strong consumer protection rules may lead to markets that are less efficient. Regulation aimed to promote stability within a system may simultaneously reduce efficiency or investor rights in the system. One might go further: it is unlikely that any policies will fully achieve any of these goals, even if it is their sole goal. Thus, the regulatory process must be an effort in maximizing several preferences, none of which is fully achievable. These tradeoffs, seen in all financial regulation, are particularly acute in the case of fintech.

Fintech markets, as mentioned before, tend to be heavily populated with small, disaggregated actors. But small actors are precisely the kinds of actors that are least able to bear regulatory costs. Unlike large financial institutions, who employ hundreds of lawyers to ensure compliance with the mosaic of laws that apply to them, fintech companies tend to be leanly staffed and to rely on maintaining low overhead.
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Costly regulation that might be borne easily by large financial institutions might well make the difference between a profitable and an unprofitable business in the fintech world. Indeed, to the extent that large financial institutions view fintech companies as potential competitors, they may well push for regulations that impose large, industry-wide costs on firms in order to increase the barriers to entry for fintech companies.

Fintech firms are also more likely to be able to shift their activities to unregulated or unobserved sectors. Unlike large financial institutions, which have no plausible options for "going underground" or shifting their operations abroad in order to avoid costly regulation, fintech firms have both the incentive and the means to restructure or reorganize in response to regulatory costs. They are small and adaptable, and to the extent that a new regulation imposes excessive costs, they are capable of redirecting their operations to avoid those costs. Blockchain-based virtual currencies, for example, have applications outside the currency realm, and companies that have an expertise in one area can easily apply that expertise in another.

For these reasons, the law of fintech will face significantly more constraints on the magnitude and breadth of its reach. Any regulation aimed at shoring up consumer protection rules risks diverting fintech activity, either to other jurisdictions or to other less-regulated use-cases. Similarly, regulation aimed at improving capital buffers in fintech banking risks creating strong incentives for companies to set up abroad or redefine their business models in ways that avoid the capital requirements. Fintech firms are more elastic and responsive to regulatory costs than traditional finance, and thus these tradeoffs can be expected to be faced sooner and more often than they would be in traditional financial regulation.

The implications of this analysis are simple: politicians and regulators will need to explicitly identify the priorities that they are seeking to pursue in regulating the fintech industry. If the priority is to prop up systemic stability in the industry, then doing so may come at a cost to consumer protection and efficiency. If the priority is to protect consumers from ill-advised transactions, then doing so may create some reduction in the system's efficiency and stability. And if the priority is to increase the efficient allocation of capital in the system, then regulators may be forced to accept a certain amount of risk and unfairness in the industry. These choices should be made openly and publicly.

Too often, lawmakers fail to recognize the tradeoffs they are making in enacting regulations.

---

new rules.\textsuperscript{200} It is not uncommon, for example, for legislators and regulators to claim that their new laws promote every possible desirable outcome—consumers will be protected, markets will function better, and systems will be more resilient.\textsuperscript{201} This approach to regulation, while perhaps good politics, creates an environment in which public discussion about priorities and relative preferences is suppressed. The democratic legitimacy of laws depends on a conscious acceptance of the costs and benefits of those laws.\textsuperscript{202}

How can the law of fintech better balance the goals of financial regulation? As described above, two specific reforms can provide significant benefits with relatively low cost: better information and better cybersecurity. This kind of low-hanging fruit, though, is quickly exhausted, and then more difficult tradeoffs will need to be considered.

Two general paradigms, however, suggest themselves. First, regulators could adopt a “maximalist” paradigm in which regulators seek greater control over fintech markets, even at the cost of sensitive intrusions into markets.\textsuperscript{203} One could, for example, imagine a kind of Securities Act for fintech, under which new financial innovations could only be launched after a long and comprehensive registration process with federal authorities. Such a reform might reduce the potential for consumer abuse or market instability, but it would likely come at the expense of market efficiency: many beneficial innovations might be excluded from the market due to the time and expense of registering the new financial product.

A second, “minimalist” paradigm for fintech would instead adopt a wait-and-see approach, allowing fintech markets to develop with minimal intrusion from regulations.\textsuperscript{204} One could imagine, for example, a broad deregulatory effort for fintech, one that would lead to reduced regulatory burdens for small fintech companies. Such an approach would likely encourage market efficiency by reducing the cost of innovation, and thus spurring companies to develop new financial services that reduce transaction costs. But at the same time, it would likely decrease the ability of regulators to patrol the market to prevent consumer fraud. It could also increase systemic risk if
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complex new financial products are put on the market without a full understanding of how they might interact with other forms of finance.  

These two paradigms of fintech regulation are of course not specific regulatory dictates, but rather legislative baselines that might inform the lawmaking process and enforcement efforts. They are also located at two sides of the spectrum, one involving a “light touch” approach to regulation and the other involving more heavy-handed intrusions into markets. The ultimate regulatory regime for fintech will likely fall somewhere along the spectrum, rather than at the extreme ends of it. But forcing regulators to identify where they fall along the spectrum, and the costs that are involved in doing so, would provide welcome transparency to the industry.

IV. Objections

This Article has argued that it is time for a “law of fintech” that focuses on increasing information flows, bolstering cybersecurity measures, and identifying policy tradeoffs. “With these outlines of the law of fintech now established, it is worth considering a set of potential objections to the approach proposed here. This Part addresses two prominent critiques in the financial regulation literature that, if fully accepted, would require significant changes to the regulatory regime set forth in this Article. First, it is often argued that disclosure-oriented reforms are ineffective because information-forcing laws are either unnecessary—markets will naturally lead actors with valuable information to disclose that information to those lacking it—or unhelpful—consumers and investors are unlikely to change their behavior based on new information. Second, many scholars have argued that there is a tradeoff between cybersecurity and national security, and where the two conflict, national security must trump. These objections raise important questions about the wisdom of a project to establish a regulatory regime for fintech based on greater information, better security, and more open weighing of priorities, and this Part will address them in turn.

A. The Ineffectiveness of Information

As described above in Part III.A, information asymmetries are a powerful source of market failure. If one party to a transaction cannot fully assess the costs and benefits of that transaction, then the party lacking information may be deceived into poor deals or, just as likely, refrain from engaging in the market in the first place. In either scenario, the scope for mutually beneficial agreements in the market is narrowed,

205. Brummer and Yadav assert, rightly, that some approaches that are often identified with a minimalist paradigm could in fact be used to impose heavy costs on fintech firms. Brummer & Yadav, supra note 4, at 44. For example, the regulatory sandboxes that several jurisdictions have created, in which fintech firms operate under reduced regulatory restrictions in return for increased monitoring by regulators, could potentially be structured in order to ensure that fintech firms fully internalize the costs of their business models. Id.

206. See Frank H. Easterbrook & Daniel R. Fischel, Mandatory Disclosure and the Protection of Investors, 70 Va. L. Rev. 669, 670 (1984) (noting that the securities laws were justified by the need to prevent fraud on the market, ensure that investors received the returns they expected, and prevent people from withdrawing their capital due to such behavior).
thereby creating a situation ripe for market failure.\textsuperscript{207}

For this reason, many financial regulations adopt a disclosure-oriented approach to market reform.\textsuperscript{208} For example, the Securities Exchange Act requires companies that seek to issue securities to the public to provide extensive disclosure about the companies' business, past operations, and risks.\textsuperscript{209} The Sarbanes Oxley Act requires companies to disclose off-balance sheet items that had allowed companies like Enron to hide the true costs of their business and present an overly optimistic portrait of their prospects for profit.\textsuperscript{210} The Dodd-Frank Act authorizes the Securities Exchange Commission to issue "point-of-sale" disclosure rules requiring broker-dealers to include information about costs and conflicts of interest whenever investors bought financial products.\textsuperscript{211} The rationale behind these information-forcing rules is to improve the functioning of markets by preventing fraud and empowering investors.

But in recent years, disclosure-oriented reforms have come under harsh criticism. A number of scholars have argued that increasing the quantity of disclosure to investors and consumers is an ineffectual response to the problems that regulators care about. Information-forcing rules, in this view, tend to inhibit market efficiency, not promote it.\textsuperscript{212}

The criticisms of disclosure-oriented regulation can be categorized into two groups. First, one group of scholars, who might usefully be termed "disclosure optimists," argue that markets will naturally lead to an efficient level of disclosure.\textsuperscript{213}

\textsuperscript{207} See Stiglitz, \textit{supra} note 90, at 1445.
\textsuperscript{208} See Easterbrook & Fischel, \textit{supra} note 206, at 670 ("The dominating principle of securities regulation is that anyone willing to disclose the right things can sell or buy whatever he wants at whatever price the market will sustain.").
\textsuperscript{212} See Geoffrey A. Manne, \textit{The Hydraulic Theory of Disclosure Regulation and Other Costs of Disclosure}, 58 ALA. L. REV. 473, 474 (2007) (arguing that "mandatory disclosure in certain circumstances will have undesirable consequences—costs borne by shareholders—that could outweigh its perceived benefits").
\textsuperscript{213} See Michael C. Jensen & William H. Meckling, \textit{Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behavior, Agency Costs and Ownership Structure}, 3 J. FIN. ECON. 305, 306 (1976) (arguing that firm managers voluntarily provide accounting reports and hire independent auditors in order to, among other things, attract investors to their firms; Stephen A. Ross, \textit{The Economics of Information and the Disclosure Regulation Debate}, ISSUES IN FIN. REG. 177, 184-85 (Franklin R. Edwards ed., 1979) ("[I]n a competitive market (with no mandated disclosure), the managers of firms... will have a strong self-interest in disclosing relevant information..."); Paul M. Healy & Krishna G. Palepu, \textit{Information Asymmetry, Corporate Disclosure, and the Capital Markets: A Review of the Empirical Disclosure Literature}, 31 J. ACCT. & ECON. 405, 411 (2001) ("Absent market imperfections or externalities, firms have incentives to optimally trade off the costs and benefits of voluntary disclosure, and to produce the efficient level of information for investors in the economy."); Troy A. Paredes, \textit{Blinded by the Light: Information Overload and Its Consequences for Securities Regulation}, 81 WASH. U. L.Q. 417, 421 (2003) ("Critics... argue that a company will
Disclosure optimists view information asymmetries as problems that are entirely resolvable through private-sector mechanisms. The logic is as follows. Buyers that lack information about the relative quality of financial products (say, asset management services) will refrain from buying those products until they have received credible information about their value. While providers of low-quality financial products will have an interest in maintaining information asymmetries between themselves and buyers, providers of high-quality financial products will not. These "reputable" financial services firms will be willing to provide the necessary amount of information to signal to prospective buyers that their products are of high quality. This disclosure will eliminate any material and harmful information asymmetries in the market. Thus, in this view, markets will naturally correct any information asymmetries that are harmful to consumers and investors.

According to disclosure optimists, then, disclosure-oriented regulation will either be duplicative (to the extent that it requires firms to disclose information they already are providing) or harmful (to the extent that it requires firms to disclose information that counterparties neither need nor desire).

But a second group of "disclosure pessimist" scholars have criticized disclosure-oriented financial regulation on another front: consumers and investors do not have the cognitive capacity to process the information that is disclosed. In this view, markets may well not lead to effective disclosure to counterparties, but enacting mandatory disclosure rules will not solve the problem either. First, consumers and

214. Of course, the low-quality providers might have an interest in providing false information to investors and consumers, but, under the optimistic theory of disclosure, prohibitions against fraud should prevent this kind of behavior. In addition, high-quality providers could remedy this problem even in the face of fraudulent disclosure by hiring independent auditors to confirm the accuracy of their own, true disclosures.

215. See BEN-SHAHAR & SCHNEIDER, supra note 153, at 33-54; Omri Ben-Shahar & Carl E. Schneider, The Failure of Mandated Disclosure, 159 U. Pa. L. Rev. 647, 705 (2011) (arguing that mandated disclosure's assumptions "that people want to make all the consequential decisions about their lives, and that they want to do so by assembling all the relevant information, reviewing all the possible outcomes, reviewing all their relevant values, and deciding which choice best promotes their preferences" ... "so poorly describe[] how human beings live that mandated disclosure cannot reliably improve people's decisions and thus cannot be a dependable regulatory mechanism"); Henry T.C. Hu, Too Complex to Depict? Innovation, "Pure Information," and the SEC Disclosure Paradigm, 90 Tex. L. Rev. 1601, 1607 (2012) (arguing that "the complexities of financial innovation may be so daunting that no one at the [company] understands such complexities"); Paredes, supra note 213, at 419 (arguing that investors may be "overloaded with information and make worse decisions than if less information were made available to them").
investors face an acquisition problem: they may not be aware of the existence or availability of much relevant information, such as OCC guidelines or SEC alerts or NIST frameworks, even if this information is disclosed. Second, consumers and investors face an overload problem: many of the disclosures they are provided are so detailed and complex—consider, for example, the extensive information provided in the most basic SEC disclosure document, the annual report on Form 10-K—that they are unable to understand and analyze these disclosures. Finally, consumers and investors face an accumulation problem: they have access to so much information from so many different sources that, given limited time and cognitive resources, it is impossible for them to review and understand all of the information that is provided to them. For all of these reasons, disclosure pessimists conclude that additional information just is not very helpful for consumers, because they either fail to receive it or fail to process it in a useful way. These issues are part of a larger conceptual problem related to the use of disclosure. After all, the purpose of disclosure is to prevent substantive problems, such as information asymmetries or fraud. If mandated disclosure does not lead to better decisionmaking, then it is both an ineffectual use of scarce regulatory resources and a harmful imposition of burdensome regulatory costs.

The arguments against mandated disclosure leveled by both disclosure optimists and disclosure pessimists provide compelling reasons for regulators to be cautious in enacting broad information disclosure rules on markets. Without a detailed understanding of existing, privately-negotiated disclosures, and the behavioral tendencies and capacities of disclosure recipients, lawmakers may well be wise to refrain from intervening in well-functioning industries. Intervention in such cases may end up exacerbating the problems that disclosure is intended to solve. But, for a number of reasons, the critiques of the disclosure optimists and the disclosure pessimists are less compelling in the fintech context.

The argument of disclosure optimists that markets will naturally lead to efficient levels of disclosure in fintech demonstrates a misunderstanding of the dynamics within fintech industries. First, market mechanisms for information work less well for the kinds of complex products that fintech offers. It is one thing to expect homebuyers to demand information about defects in their homes (one common example given of market demand for information to resolve information asymmetries). It is another to expect investors in virtual currency platforms to demand information about the risks of blockchain—even computer scientists disagree about the functioning of the technologies underlying many virtual currencies. Even knowing the right questions to ask requires significant levels of technical knowledge that most investors do not have. Second, even if the dynamics of supply and demand will eventually lead to better disclosure of the quality of fintech products, this process
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takes time and will itself involve significant transaction costs. In a sector where new fintech products are launched, and new actors are created, on a nearly daily basis, transaction costs for information production are likely to be high. Third, even if market mechanisms function properly, and transaction costs can be minimized, it is unclear that proper levels of information will be disclosed by fintech actors. The information that investors will demand, and that companies will provide, will be determined based on the investment concerns of participants in the market. But, as described above, fintech also presents systemic risk concerns that affect the economy more broadly and not just the immediate participants in the industry. These externalities are potentially large and likely growing. By leaving out the interests of third parties, market mechanisms for disclosure will lead to suboptimal levels of information from the perspective of society more generally. Thus, there are several reasons to believe that market mechanisms for information will function poorly in fintech.

What, then, to make of the argument of disclosure pessimists, who view consumers as generally incapable of using disclosures to improve their decision-making? This is certainly a powerful critique of disclosure as a panacea for undesirable behavior in an industry. It seems quite clear that it is beyond the capacity of most, if not all, consumers to review the extensive amount of disclosure provided to them in nearly every aspect of their online lives, from terms of service pages to clickwrap to dispute resolution agreements. But to say that disclosure is sometimes ineffective, or even that it may lead to worse behavior than if no disclosure had existed, is not to say that it cannot be useful in areas in which large information asymmetries exist. More importantly, a number of insights from behavioral psychology suggest that there are ways to improve disclosure in order to make it more effective in altering consumer behavior. For example, consumers may be “primed” to review disclosures in a more analytical light through a variety of debiasing methods aimed at mitigating or eliminating cognitive shortcomings.\footnote{See Christine Jolls & Cass R. Sunstein, \textit{Debiasing Through Law}, 35 J. LEGAL STUD. 199, 201 (2006) (providing a general account of how law may debias people’s boundedly rational behavior); Carla C. Chandler et al., \textit{It Can’t Happen to Me... Or Can It? Conditional Base Rates Affect Subjective Probability Judgments}, 5 J. EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOL.: APPLIED 361, 365-67 (1999); Linda Babcock & George Loewenstein, \textit{Explaining Bargaining Impasse: The Role of Self-Serving Biases}, 11 J. ECON. PERSP. 109, 110 (1997); Alexander J. Rothman & Marc T. Kiviniemi, \textit{Treating People with Information: An Analysis and Review of Approaches to Communicating Health Risk Information}, 25 J. NAT’L. CANCER INST. MONOGRAPHS 44, 45 (1999); Alexander J. Rothman et al., \textit{Absolute and Relative Biases in Estimations of Personal Risk}, 26 J. APPLIED SOC. PSYCHOL. 1213, 1213-36 (1996). But see Sean Hannon Williams, \textit{Sticky Expectations: Responses to Persistent Over-Optimism in Marriage, Employment Contracts, and Credit Card Use}, 84 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 733 (2009) (arguing that there are multiple reasons to doubt that debiasing strategies would be effective in a number of areas of law); Neil D. Weinstein & William M. Klein, \textit{Resistance of Personal Risk Perceptions to Debiasing Interventions}, 14 HEALTH PSYCHOL. 132 (1995) (finding that the use of certain debiasing methods with respect to health risks led to increased prevalence and magnitude in cognitive biases).} These might include “consider the opposite” disclosures asking consumers or investors to assess their decision under differing
assumptions or “pros and cons” requirements forcing consumers to proactively list both the benefits and costs of their financial transactions. Additionally, consumers and investors could be encouraged to make better use of disclosures through legal obligations on firms to use certain “framing” techniques. These framing obligations might require firms to provide consumers and investors with immediate and repeated disclosures about the potential negative consequences of their behavior.

All of this is not to say that mandated disclosure can completely eliminate cognitive biases or uninformed decisionmaking by consumers. It certainly cannot. But given the large information asymmetries currently existing in the industry, even a marginal improvement in the capability of outsiders to assess the benefits and risks of their financial transactions could provide significant benefits in the efficiency, fairness and stability of these markets.

Perhaps just as importantly, information forcing is not solely about improving the decisionmaking of actors within fintech markets. It is also about enabling and strengthening the capacity of regulators to monitor and constrain those markets. And while regulators are not immune to the types of behavioral biases that afflict private sector actors, their role as governmental actors puts them in a unique position to correct misbehavior as it develops. Improving information disclosure for regulators may well involve mechanisms that are not typically seen in the private sector. One proposal that has seen growing support internationally is the creation of “regulatory sandboxes” for fintech firms. These governmental initiatives would encourage (or potentially require) fintech firms to launch new financial products under the active supervision of financial regulators. In return, fintech firms would receive reduced regulatory burdens and registration requirements. The benefits of a sandbox approach to fintech regulation are multifold, including, perhaps most importantly, that it would allow regulators to gain insight into the workings of financial products and do at an early stage, before risks materialize into real-world losses.


B. Cybersecurity and National Security

A second objection often lodged against efforts to improve the cryptographic power of technologies is that these efforts may raise national security concerns. This Article has argued that financial regulators must enact rules requiring fintech firms to adopt a set of best practices for cybersecurity to ensure that their systems are protected from unauthorized intrusions. Such a rule, this Article has argued, would promote efficient markets, protect consumers, and strengthen stability. But cybersecurity is not an unalloyed good. Governments may at times perceive an interest in "breaking" or penetrating the security protocols of financial firms in order to gain access to valuable information. Such governmental interests may clash with privacy and system integrity goals. In these scenarios, it is unclear that cybersecurity should always win out. Indeed, if all financial services were to have fully anonymous and impenetrable systems, it would be impossible for regulators to discover wrongdoing in the financial system.

The tradeoff between cybersecurity and national security has risen to national prominence following several recent disclosures about the ability (or in some cases inability) of governments to access information stored or transmitted on computers, mobile phones or other online platforms. In one incident that received substantial coverage in the media, the Federal Bureau of Investigation sought to access data stored on the iPhone of one of the terrorists in the 2015 attack in San Bernardino that killed 14 people and injured 22 others. Apple, the maker of the phone, protested that the FBI's demands that it create such a backdoor into the phone by breaking its encryption would have harmful and unintended effects for future privacy, noting that "[i]n the physical world, it would be the equivalent of a master key, capable of opening hundreds of millions of locks — from restaurants and banks to stores and home." Eventually, the FBI relented on its demand after it found hackers that managed to break the encryption on their own, at a reported cost of under $1 million.

The dispute between FBI and Apple is symptomatic of the basic tension between cybersecurity and national security. Efforts to strengthen encryption within a


system will naturally tend to increase privacy and stability, thus protecting the system from hacking or other unauthorized intrusions. But those same efforts will also tend to reduce the ability of national governments to gain access to those systems. And there are legitimate reasons for national governments to do so. These reasons include, but are certainly not limited to, a desire to monitor communications by criminals and terrorists, prevent money laundering and other illicit activities, locate assets and accounts of citizens that are evading taxes, and protect consumers from fraud. In each of these areas, the government’s ability to pursue its policy priorities comes squarely into conflict with basic cybersecurity priorities.

This tension is particularly visible in fintech for several reasons. First, many fintech industries, and in particular the virtual currency market, focus on providing both confidentiality and irreversibility for the transactions executed on their networks. Bitcoin has been the currency of choice for hackers, drug cartels and human traffickers because of its anonymity. New virtual currencies such as monero promise even greater anonymity to their users. Second, the vulnerability of fintech to hacking, and the potential harm from intrusions into fintech systems, makes cybersecurity an essential component of fintech’s business model. If robo-advisors or e-payment services were known to have had breaches of their services, it could potentially destroy the companies involved, especially if those breaches led to customer losses. Consumer confidence about the strength of cybersecurity is, thus, of tremendous value to fintech firms. Third, the governmental interest in accessing fintech networks is high. As greater and greater proportions of financial transactions are handled by fintech firms, governments seeking to regulate and monitor the world of finance will seek ways to gain greater insight into its functioning. They may well attempt to break the encryption in virtual currencies and payment systems in order to identify wrongdoers and track down illicit funds. They may also try to force robo-advisors around the world to provide information on customer accounts.

Thus, any legal regime that aims to strengthen fintech’s encryption protocols risks
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weakening governments' ability to pursue other policy priorities. Society may be better served by creating a financial system that is easily accessible and monitorable than in ensuring its resilience and impenetrability from cyberattacks. If the cost of increasing fintech's cybersecurity is that governments can no longer track illicit flows of capital, then government may well prefer to prohibit (not encourage) such developments.

This dichotomy between cybersecurity and national security is unsurprising. It has been seen over and over again in debates about civil liberties, government powers, public safety, and the war against terrorism. The proper balance between protecting the privacy of individuals and empowering the government to prevent harm to the public is still a matter of controversy, and it will likely continue to be one.

But the position that cybersecurity necessarily comes at a cost to national security is untenable. There are many commonsense rules that can both allow financial transactions to be processed securely and protect important national security interests. For example, incentivizing financial firms to identify flaws in software that would allow unauthorized intrusions makes sense regardless of whether our goal is to protect privacy or prevent crime. Requiring fintech firms to report when they have been the subject of a hacking attack (whether successful or not) contributes to consumer privacy interests and alerts law enforcement to potentially unlawful activity. Creating a set of cybersecurity best practices and offering "cyber-hygiene" scans to fintech firms would help ensure financial stability and mitigate concerns about criminal intrusions.

Of course, difficult questions about particular fintech technologies will arise—and indeed, already have. Should governments have the power to seize virtual currency assets that are known to have been the product of criminal activity, even if doing so requires changes to the virtual currency's underlying code? Must online payment systems create backdoors that allow prosecutors to identify the senders and recipients of financial transactions? Can governments prohibit the creation of fintech technologies that are truly impossible to decrypt or intercept? Creating a truly comprehensive law of fintech will require answers to these questions. But as with any emerging technology of the size and importance of fintech, regulation will never be able to perfectly satisfy all stakeholders. Instead, it should aim to effectively achieve its primary goals—in this case, efficiency, fairness, and stability. Better cybersecurity would be a good start.
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Conclusion

The rise of the Bitcoin era has reshaped the landscape of finance. Fintech firms have challenged the conventional wisdom about the way that financial services are provided and how financial institutions must look. They have pioneered innovations in the world of wealth management, capital formation, and virtual currencies. In all of these areas, fintech firms have relied a set of core characteristics to compete with longstanding incumbents—they utilize disaggregated networks to provide financial services to consumers and investors; their services are heavily automated and often delegated to algorithms; and their industries are highly adaptable, responding rapidly to changes in demand. These features are in many ways a boon to the financial world, as they allow for lower costs and broader access to financial products. But they also present thorny problems for financial regulation. Fintech industries reduce the ability of financial markets to promote the efficient allocation of capital in the economy. They create greater opportunities for consumer abuse and investor fraud. And finally, they present a set of systemic risks that are distinct from, and in certain aspects greater than, the risks presented by traditional financial institutions. For all of these reasons, the Bitcoin era will require us to engage in a comprehensive rethinking of financial regulation. This reconceptualization of financial regulation must focus much more closely on improving information production in fintech markets, bolstering cybersecurity procedures among fintech participants, and balancing core priorities. If financial regulators use these guideposts to hone their regulatory mechanisms in coming years, they will do much to make financial regulation relevant again.